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                                    ***************************************** 

OBJECTIVE  / SHORT   QUESTIONS  AND ANSWERS 

 

****  Answers shown in bold letters 

 

1. Classify the following  into input devices and output devices 

 

      Video display unit, Optical mouse, laser printer, barcode reader ( CA  Imp Aug 2014) 

 

                 Ans:                 Input device:  Optical mouse, Bar code Reader 

                                          Output device:  Video display unit, Laser printer 
 

2. Which of the following is not a physical component of a computer ( CA  Imp Aug 2014) 

 (a)  Processor, (b) Mainboard  (c) hard Disk    (d) Software  

3. Find the pair which is not matched (CA march 2016) 
 

(a) Operating system – system software (b) Keyboard – Mouse 

 

( c ) Scanner- Output device ( d) Microwave transmission – satellite link 

 

4. List any three  ways in which quarries may be created in Libre OFFICE Base 

     Ans: Wizard, Design view, SQL view 

5. Which item is different from others? Why? ( AFS Mar.2014) 

 

(a) Mouse (b) Printer  (c) Scanner  (d) Joy stick output device 

 

6. A series of operations in certain specific order to achieve the desired results in 

date processing is termed as …………………….. Ans: Procedure ( CA Mar. 2013) 

7. VDU stands for………………….. Ans: Visual Display Unit         ( AFS Mar.2014) 
 

8. Processed data becomes…………                   Ans: Information(AFS Mar. 2012) 
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9. Gnu Khata  is a/an………………. Software             Ans: Application software 
 

10. Consider the following fields of MS Access and answer the questions ( CA mar. 2015) 
 

  

 

(a) Here ‘voucher’ stands for…… 

           (b)‘ Voucher Name’ is termed     as………                     

                                                        

                                 Ans  (a) Entity (b) Attribute 

 

11. A tailored accounting software is usually suitable for a …… business ( AFS Mar. 2015) 

 

(a) Small   (b) Medium    (c)  Large (d) All of these 

 

12. Krishna intends to create a table in Libre office Base. Suggest suitable data types for the follow-

ing fields.  

Field Name Data type 

 

a) Job id ? 

 

b)  Job name ? 

 

c) Job Type ? 

 

d) Job department ? 

 

e) Job Unit ? 

 

f) Job Time ? 

 

       Ans:  (a) Number(numeric)/ text(varchar)    (b) Text(varchar) (c) text(varchar)   (d) Text(varchar)

 (e)Number(numeric)   ( f ) Time 

 

Voucher Voucher No 

Voucher Name 
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Arrange the following  under appropriate heads in the table given below 

13.  Forms, Number, date/time, Text box, Combo box,Tables 

Libre Office Base Data types Common Controls 

   

Ans:   Libre office Base:  Tables, forms  

Data Types:  date/time, Number  

Common control:  combo box, text box 

14. The formal blueprint or pictorial representation of accounting reality using the entity relation-

ship model concept is called……………….    ( AFS Mar. 2015) Ans. ER design 

 

15. The most suitable  ‘ data type ‘ for storing ‘ name’ in a database is a ….. ( AFS  

Mar.2015) Ans:   TEXT (VARCHAR) 

16. A…………….. does not have key attributes of its own. Ans: weak entity 

 

17. In………….. model, data and relationships are represented by a collection of tables  

                 Ans:  Relational 

18. Data transformation is called……………………………………. Ans: Information 

 

19. ……………… is a collection of all entity instances of a particular entity type Ans: Entity set 

 

20. An object with real existence is called ………………….. Ans: entity 

 

21. …………….. is used to store the data in the database Ans:   tables 

 

22. The unique value for identifying the entity instance is called…………………. 

             Ans.:    Identifier/ primary key 

23. …………… query prompts the user to enter criteria for selecting a set of records. 

 

                   Ans : Parameter 

 

 

24. ………………………. Query does not involve use of any query function to produce a summary of 

data  
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    Ans: Simple 

 

25. A weak entity type always has a …………………constraint with respect to its identifying relation 

ship  

                             Ans:   Multi valued 

26. MICR stands for 

 

               Ans: Magnetic Ink Character Recognition 

 

27. Database is implementing using………………………. Ans: DBMS 

 

            28.A ready to use accounting  software is usually  suitable to………… type of business  

              Ans: Small 

28. Accounting data is captured originally from………………. 

 

(a) accounting software  (b) Source document (c) Journal (d) Ledger 

 

29. A system used to create store and manage database is 

called………………..    DBMS 

30. A single row in the table is called 

as………. Ans. Tuple 

31. A text data field is used to hold 

……………………..values Ans . Alphanumeric 

32. Which among the following is not an Libre office Base component 

 

(a) Tables   (b) Forms    ( c ) Queries (d) Data 

 

33. The structure of different parts of the overall database design is called …….. 

Ans.  Database design 

 

34. The data type suitable to the age of a person is………                Ans : Number 
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35. The default file extension of Libre Office Base file is…….. Ans: .odb 
 

36. The type of data that a particular can contain is determined 

by……..  

                  Ans : field type 

37. The result of Query can be displayed by clicking 

on……          Ans.  Run Button 

38. The Libre Office Base component to input data in  Tables is…… Ans: Forms 
 

39. SQL stands for Ans: Structured Query Language 
 

40. Libre Office Base is a  ………………….. Ans : RDBMS 
 

41. RAM and ROM are part of ……….. Ans : CPU 
 

42. Which program helps to start a computer and makes them user interac-

tive Operating software 

43. The  process  of  identifying,  selecting  and  implementing  the  best  possible  alternative  

is called…… Ans: Decision Making 

44. The information system serve at the operational level is called……..     Ans: TPS 
 

45. Cheque processing system  in a bank is …………………….. mode of pro-

cessing Ans. Batch processing 

46. Ledger is a …………. Report Ans.Routine 
 

47. Reports which one produced according to a given time frame are called 

 

Ans.   Scheduled report 

 

48. …………………. Is that column of the table with which one can know all other 

fields Ans :  Primary key 
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49. ………………. Is a collection of related records Ans.  File 
 

50. ……………….. refers to duplication of data Ans:  Data Redundancy 
 

51. The information technology works on principle of…. Ans.   GIGO 
 

52. Reports , the need for which is not anticipated is called ……..     Ans : casual Reports 
 

53. The contents of reports cannot be modified by the user when saves as…….. 

      Ans :snapshot 

54. In a database Table , the category of information is called………………. 
 

(a) Tuple ( b) Field   (c) Record  (d) All of the above 
 

55. The third stage in designing a database is when we analyze our tables more close-

ly and create a …………. Between tables 

(a) Relationship   (b) join (c) Query  (d ) None of these 
 

56. A………. enables you to view data from a table based on a specific cri-

terion 

 ( a) Form (b ) Query (c ) Macro ( d )Report 

57. Which of the following is not a type of Libre Office Base Database Object 
 

(a) table  (b) Form  (c ) worksheets  (d)  Queries 

 

58. Which of the following  database  object produces  the final result to 

present  

( a) Form (b ) Query (c ) Macro ( d ) Report 

59. The size of yes/no field is always …………… Ans : 1 bit 
 

60. Which field type you select when creating a new table if you require to enter Long text in 

that Fields 

      ( a) Text    (b) Memo(long varchar) (c) Currency   (d) Hyperlink 

61. Two tables can be linked with relationship so that the data integrity can be enforced. 

Where can you find relationship command 
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(a) File menu  ( b) View menu  ( c) Database menu ( d)  Tools Menu 
 

62. To create relationship between two tables.. 
 

    Ans : drag the primary key of a table into foreign key of another table 

 

63. In one to many relationships the table in ‘one’ side is called …. And on ‘many’ side is 

called…..  

( a) Child, parent   (b) Parent,child  (c) Brother, Sister (d)Father, Son 

64. We can remove a relationship defined between two tables by..  

Ans.  Select the relationship line  and press delete 

65. .A…….. Name must be unique within a database Ans. Table 
 

66. It is a database object to view , change and analyze data in different 

ways  

 

     ( a) Table(b) queries (c) form   (d) report 

67. This data type allows alpha numeric characters and special symbols  

 

( a) Text  (b) currency   (c) date  (d)  Time 

 

68. Which of the following database object is created first before any other created. 
 

(a) Table  (b)forms  (c) Query (d)report 
 

69. The operation of checking input data against criteria is known as ?Ans : Data Validation 
 

70. The ascending order of data hierarchy is         

Bit,  Byte,  Field,  Record, File,  Database 

 

71.  Which of the following database  object can be used if you need to mail invoice to cus-

tom        

          ers         ( a) form  (b) Query (c) Report   (d)  Table 

72. This form displays the field name labels down the left side of the column, with the da-
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ta for each field just to the right of its corresponding label 

             Ans:  Columnar 

 

73. This form displays data in a table layout with field name labels across the top of  the 

page and the corresponding data in rows and columns under each heading  Ans : 

Tabular 

 

74. In relational database  schema each tuple is divided into fields known as Ans: Domains 
 

75. Which of the following query type is best suitable to analyze data 
 

(a) Cross tab queries   (b) parameter Queries   (c) Action Queries  (d) None of these 

 

76. Which of the following is a database management system 
 

(a) MS Word  (b)  oracle  (c) Lotus 1-2-3 d) none of these 
 

77. The complete picture of data stored in database is known as…..  

                        Ans : Schema  

78. .A file containing relatively permanent data  is Ans: Master file 

 

79. what data type should you choose for a Pin code field in a table    Ans: Text 

 

80.  To expect a well formatted  printable data from Base database, we may use   

 

Ans: Report 

81.  Options for creating tables in Libre Office Base are 

1. Table wizards  2.  Table Design View 

 

82. Options for creating Forms in Libre Office Base are 

1  Form  wizards  2.  Form Design View 

 

83. Options for creating Reports in Libre Office Base are 

1  Report wizards  2.  Report Design View 

 

84. … Field type is used to store a description in base database  Ans : memo (LONGVARCHAR) 

 

85. Wizards in Libre Office Base Means   ans: Tools for simplifying the programme usage 

86. ‘Join Line’ in the context of Base Tables means 

Ans: Graphical representation of relationship between tables 
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87. In order to retrieve select data meeting a specified criteria from two different tables of Libre 

office Base database, we may make use of    Ans: Query 

88. The common fields used in a relationship between tables are called    ans. Key fields 

89. The term ‘ records’ as applied to a database table mean .. Ans :Horizontal row of the table 

90. The term ‘field’ as applied to database table means … Ans: : Vertical column of the table 

91. DBMS stands for    Ans : DATA Base Management System. 

92. The default extension of Libre Office Base file is… Ans .ODB 

93. The existence of data in a primary key fields is       Ans: Required and must be unique 

94. …………  field type is used  in BSE database to store numbers in terms of rupee  Ans: Currency 

95. The reports which are generated only on the triggering of some events are called…  

Ans: on demand report 

96. Three Types of queries are 

(a) Simple query  (b) Parameter Query  (c) Summary query 

97. The two format for presenting reports are 

(a) Columnar report   format (b) Tabular Report  Format 

 

98. ………… are used for connecting tables in database to get the advantages of data redundancy 

Ans.  Relationship 

 

99. ---- field type is used to store  time only in Base Data base     Ans : Time 

100.  Steps for creating accounting reports are 

(a) Designing the report  (b) Identifying the accounting information queries (c) Creating an ac-

counting reports using such queries 

101. The  most common use of ….is to display and edit existing data and also for adding 

     

                      New data records        Ans : form 

         

                   ************************ 

 

 

 


